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Agenda
• Introduction
• Overview of the new world of ARB appeals
• Key things for municipalities to know about the ‘new’
ARB rules
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Purpose of this Presentation
•

The Assessment Review Board (ARB) implemented new Rules of Practice and
Procedure effective April 1, 2017

•

The new rules include significant changes to the responsibilities of municipalities
(and all parties) related to assessment appeals

•

Many of the slides presented today were developed by a Working Group including
representatives from MFOA, OMTRA, AMCTO, and MPAC to help you to better
understand the Schedule of Events (progression) of a General Proceeding appeal
under the current ARB Rules

•

The document should help your municipality to plan the necessary steps to be an
active participant in an appeal, if you are interested in participating

Disclaimer – The parties involved in developing this resource have made every attempt
to ensure the reliability of the information provided herein, however the parties do not
accept any liability for the content or its interpretation.
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Municipal Fiscal Environment
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Property Tax & Assessment in Ontario
Municipal Reliance on Property Tax
% of Total Revenue (2017 FIR)
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Why Appeals Matter

"First it was our mill, but we have also been
impacted by [appeals by] Tim Hortons,
Canadian Tire, Home Hardware and Loblaws,"
said Espanola's clerk/treasurer and
administrator.
Keenan, Greg. “Tax shift: Companies dump burden of taxes on squeezed municipalities”. The
Globe & Mail. July 24, 2015.
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General vs. Summary Proceedings

General Proceedings
• Includes multi‐residential,
commercial, industrial and
more comprehensive and
complex appeals, and
properties that do not fall
into the summary
proceedings
• 106 weeks in duration

Summary Proceedings
• Less complex appeals, and
not the focus of this
document
• 15 weeks in duration, not
including a full hearing with
the ARB
• Generally residential, farm
or managed forest
properties, or appeals as
determined by the ARB
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Overview of the new
world of ARB appeals
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Agenda
• Appeal Overview – The Numbers
• Assessment Review Board Committee Updates
• Appeals Management Advisory Committee (AMAC)
• Appeals Rules Review Committee (ARRC)
• ARB Rules Updates

• New ARB Policies
• Dismissal Motions
• Mandatory Settlement Meeting Forms
• Filing of Minutes of Settlement

• Special Property Program
• Recent Cases

© MPAC
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General Proceeding Appeals – Commenced vs. Not
Commenced

49.…

50.4%

Commenced

© MPAC

Approximately
25% of
appeals are
closed

Not Commenced
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Appeal Resolution – November 15, 2017
Commencement Date
Proceeding to Settlement
Conference
SOIs Received
408 properties

Properties open

78 properties

127 properties

(11%)

(18%)
MOS in processing

(59%)

49 properties
Closed after SOI received
November 15, 2017 CD

281 properties

687 properties

(41%)

(7%)

Idle appeals pending
dismissal
NO SOI
279 properties
(41%)

10 properties
(1%)
Closed no SOI
269 properties
(39%)

© MPAC
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Appeal Resolution – February 15, 2018
Commencement Date
Proceeding to Settlement
Conference
SOIs Received
445 properties

Properties open

206 properties

298 properties

(29%)

(42%)
MOS in processing

(63%)

92 properties
Closed after SOI received
February 15, 2018 CD

147 properties

704 properties

(21%)

(13%)

Idle appeals pending
dismissal
NO SOI
259 properties
(37%)

34 properties
(5%)
Closed no SOI
225 properties
(32%)

© MPAC
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AMAC and ARRC Updates
• On January 1, 2019, the Assessment Review Board became part of
the new Tribunals Ontario along with 19 other tribunals and boards
• As part of a broader review, the Ministry of the Attorney General is
conducting a review of all tribunals and boards that form Tribunals
Ontario
• This will likely bring organizational review to the ARB - as such,
AMAC and ARRC are suspended, and future meetings are cancelled

© MPAC
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ARRC “Housekeeping Rules”
• The “housekeeping” rule changes proposed by ARRC have been
approved and will be implemented
• Amended Rules are posted to the ARB’s website, and include:
• Rule 31 - Service requiring an affidavit of service only required when
directed by the Board
• Clarity and consistency with respect to “service”, replaces former
references to “providing” documents
• Rule 66 - Identifies timing for submissions, responses and reply on
motions
• Clarification with respect to requests for initial disclosure
© MPAC
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Dismissal for Appeals with No Statements of
Issues (SOI)
• On average, 50% of appeals do not have a SOI filed by the
deadline
• In these cases, MPAC will reach out to the appellant after the
lapsed deadline, with a copy to all parties, and ask for a copy of the
SOI or a letter of withdrawal
• In many cases, MPAC does not receive a response and the appeals
remain open and in limbo
• MPAC has been forced to bring costly and time consuming motions
to dismiss these appeals

© MPAC
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Dismissals for Appeals with No Statements of
Issues (SOI)
• The ARB introduced a template for Motions to Dismiss Appeals for Failure
to Serve a SOI
• The template includes the Board's procedural directions for hearing the
motion in writing, and sets out the grounds for requested relief
• Template does not require a supporting affidavit upon initial service of
Motion
• If an Appellant files a response opposing the Motion, the Board will
provide directions for filing affidavit evidence and further written
submissions from the parties
• The request to dismiss for failure to serve a SOI may be filed with the
Board no earlier than 30 days after the due date in the Schedule of Events

© MPAC
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Mandatory Settlement Meetings
• ARB requires a Mandatory Meeting Form for every appeal that is
open, to be filed by the deadline identified in the Schedule of
Events
• The ARB Rules identify MPAC as the party to advise on the outcome
of the Mandatory Settlement meeting
• MPAC will reach out and confirm contents of the form with all
parties
• Where MPAC does not hear back from a party, MPAC will file the
form noting that it was not filed on consent
• Note: MPAC will identify its preference on whether it opts for the shorter
stream or additional expert reports

© MPAC
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Filing Minutes of Settlements (MoS)
• Rule 69: MoS must be completed as follows, unless the Board
directs otherwise:
a) MPAC, or the municipality, if MPAC is not a party to the appeal,
must draft the written minutes of settlement within 60 days of
advising the Board that the appeal has been resolved;
b) All other parties must execute the minutes of settlement, and
return them to MPAC or the municipality, as the case may be,
within 90 days of advising the Board the that the appeal has been
resolved; and
c) MPAC, or the municipality, as the case may be, must file the fully
executed minutes of settlement with the Board within 7 days of
receipt of the fully executed minutes of settlement
© MPAC
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Filing Minutes of Settlements (MoS)
• The ARB has introduced a new internal policy regarding the MoS
process
• if they do not receive MoS within 97 days, all of the relevant appeals will be
administratively dismissed without notice

• Rule 70: If only one party does not execute the MoS, the Board may
issue a decision if Rule 69 time limits have passed, and a party has
requested a decision to be issued

© MPAC
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Special Property Program
• Grants a partial exemption from Rule 37 for appeals of properties with complex issues
• Applications must be filed with the ARB on or before Week 62 of the schedule of events
• A Board Member will determine eligibility
• Appeals in program will be permitted to file expert reports after the settlement conference,
if a further appearance before the Board is required

© MPAC
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Special Property Program - Eligibility
• In determining if a property should be placed in the Special Property Program, the Board
must consider:
a)
b)
c)

© MPAC

the consent of the parties to the property’s eligibility
the complexity of the issues in dispute; and
the type of property, which must be a:
i.
special purpose business property,
ii.
large office complex, in the AA or AAA Class, or similar property,
iii. regional shopping centre,
iv. hospitality property, such as a hotel, golf course, nursing home, or retirement home,
v.
complex property, such as an airport, data centre, oil and glass well, grain elevator, casino, or
sports and entertainment facility, or
vi. property with special valuation considerations.
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Special Property Program - Documents
• Instead of an expert report, parties will be required to file documents setting out:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

© MPAC

that party’s opinion of the highest and best use of the property;
the valuation method chosen for the property, and an explanation of why;
the party’s opinion of the value of the property, and an explanation of why;
the party’s opinion on an equitable assessment, and an explanation of why;
the party’s opinion on the positions of the other parties;
a list of the documents that support the party’s opinion; and
certification that the party is in a position to discuss the issues in detail, and in good faith, notwithstanding
the lack of expert reports.
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Recent Cases

© MPAC

Riotrin Properties (Weston) Inc. v. MPAC (April
9, 2019) DM 158043
• Parties on consent seeking an order to alter timelines in the SOE
• MPAC sought to dismiss these appeals due to the Companies failure
to serve SOI
• MPAC later withdrew its motion to dismiss after the Companies
explained the delay and served the SOI
• Rule 82 states that once a SOE has begun “the Board will not alter
any timeline set out in the SOE, other than in exceptional
circumstances”

© MPAC
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Riotrin Properties (Weston) Inc. v. MPAC (April
9, 2019) DM 158043
• 2 part test for Rule 82 applications in Mississauga (City) v.
Michalakos, 2018 CanLII 126632 (ON ARB)
• proof that exceptional circumstances exist
• prejudice to the parties

• “Michalakos held, at paragraph 10, that “exceptional means, among
other things, something that does not occur regularly, something
unusual, or something atypical.” The circumstances that led to this
request are atypical “
• “It is a rare occurrence that there are substantial changes to a
property, and a taxpayer is informed by MPAC that further
assessments are to be issued, right around the time for the
taxpayer to serve their SOI”
• Applications were granted
© MPAC
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CP REIT Ontario Properties Ltd. et al. v. MPAC et
al. (April 9, 2019) DM 159694
• Joint request for an adjournment of hearing and new dates for
settlement meeting and exchange of reports
• “Rule 48 prohibits any documents from being filed after the document
filing deadline, other than in “exceptional circumstances”
• A primary consideration when determining whether to grant the
adjournment is if the Board will permit the parties to file new
documents
• The Board determined that there were “exceptional circumstances”:
• First batch of appeals through new system
• Two appellants, which is unusual
• City retaining outside experts

© MPAC

• The adjournment was granted after considering seven factors,
outlined in the ARB’s Rules, that guide decision-making respecting
adjournments
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Jay Patry Enterprises Inc. v. Municipal Property
Assessment Corp (WR 152892)
• The Board found that the appropriate procedure to follow in an
appeal where current value is at issue is:
1) Look at MPAC’s evidence on its own and make a determination as
to whether it can prove its suggested CV on a balance of
probabilities
2) If MPAC has not met its burden, the taxpayer’s evidence must be
analyzed to see if it is capable of proving that a particular current
value is more likely than not
3) If there is insufficient evidence capable of proving current value,
the Board should fix the assessment at the last uncontested
assessed value

© MPAC
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Zarichansky v. Municipal Property Assessment
Corp (WR 150192)
• The Board found that neither MPAC nor the taxpayer provided sufficient evidence
to demonstrate the correct current value. As a result, the Board fixed the CVA at
the last uncontested value, which was the 2012 CVA for an appeal of the 2016
CVA
• MPAC sought and was granted leave to appeal to the Divisional Court
• It is MPAC’s position that the ARB made a significant error of law and proposes
that the Divisional Court answer the following question:
• Did the Board err in law by failing to determine the correct current value as
required by clause 44(3)(a) of the Act and instead finding that “if there is no
evidence in the record capable of proving value, the Board should fix the
assessment at the last uncontested assessed value”?
• The appeal is scheduled to be heard in Ottawa on September 12, 2019

© MPAC
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Questions?

© MPAC
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Key things for
municipalities to know
about the ‘new’ ARB
rules
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The ‘New’ ARB Rules
The changes resulting from the 2017 ARB rule changes
remain significant; they addressed a number of concerns
from the past:
 Municipalities not receiving or being included in pleadings,
exchange of information, documentation or dialogue
 Clarity whether a municipality is participating or not
 Disclosure – what is expected from a municipality
 Excessive resolution time – budgeting implications
 Input or influence into scheduling appeals
 Delays in the finalization of settlements ‐ production,
circulation and filing of Minutes of Settlement now have
structured timelines
32

Important for all Municipalities
• Assignment of an Appeals Representative
– each municipality should have provided the ARB with the
name and contact information of the person who is its
representative on an appeal

• Assignment of a Complaint Representative
– each municipality should have provided the ARB with the
person who is its Complaints Representative

• These lists must be kept current if/when individuals
change within your municipality, the ARB (Registrar)
should be consistently updated
33

Who from your municipality should be interested in an
appeal?
CAO

Finance/Tax Practitioner

Council

Assessment Review Officer/
Appeals Representative

Complaints Representative

• to lead and support staff and support council
consideration of policy changes

• forecast, budget, and report the impact of appeal
outcomes, and implement them
• to approve policy and provide appropriate delegation
of authority to staff practitioners or agents. Approve
financial implications
• participate in appeals process, including provision of Disclosure,
attending settlement discussions, and overall compliance with
the ARB timelines
• can be a staff person or an outside representative
• staff person who will receive any complaints from the other
parties involved in the appeals process as it relates to
compliance or conduct
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About Municipal “Participation”
• Former “Waiver” which transferred authority to the ARB to
process settlements without municipal signature, no longer
exists
• Municipalities still remain statutory parties to an appeal and
therefore, still have the right to disclosure, to participate in
hearing events, and to view Minutes of Settlement even if
they don’t file a Statement of Response
• If a municipality is considering being an active participant in
an appeal they will want to review the appellant’s statement
of issues and the pertinent disclosure in order to consider a
“Response to Statement of Issues”; this occurs at week 35 of
the Event Schedule and cannot be late or delayed
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The Most Important Rule ‐ Deemed Consent
• Rule 39: Deemed Consent
“A Party that does not serve a statement of response in a
general proceeding on or before the day set out in the
schedule of events is deemed not to oppose any future
settlement in that proceeding.”
• If a party chooses not to participate in the process, in the
form of a response to the statement of issues, the party will
not have the ability to challenge any settlement arising from
the appeal discussions.
• a municipality fails to provide a Response to the Statement of
Issues, they lose their right to oppose any future settlements
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How do municipalities determine interest in an appeal?
•

Municipalities should consider developing an appeals management
strategy to help narrow and identify the properties that are important to
your community.

•

Value, property type, relationship to total assessment base/tax base (i.e.
biggest industry in town), precedent setting, political sensitivity, etc.
•
•
•
•

•

CVA threshold (a value point at which a municipality deems themselves to be at risk)
Is the property subject to a number of years of outstanding appeals
Was there an RfR process (in non‐mandatory classes)
Is there a tax agent or representative involved?

Triage the ‘Statement of Issues’ to determine desired level of
participation.
– Is this a property of interest based on the criteria analysis?
– Has there been council or senior staff direction?
– What is the impact of the Statement of Issues?
• Value change, class change, methodology/other properties, risk to municipal tax base

– What did municipal disclosure uncover?
• Are there extraordinary conditions to be considered, or data inaccuracies?

– What is the cost of participation?
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Important:
• Municipalities can consider where there may be a
case for a higher assessment
– Rule 38 identifies when the municipality is required to
send notice in the General Proceedings ‐ it is filed with the
Statement of Issue (SOI) or Response to Statement of
Issues (RSOI), and in the same format as the SOI or RSOI.
The ARB should be copied on the notice.
– If decision is made to file this type of appeal, the
municipality must strictly follow all the Rules
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Available Tools
There are tools available to help municipalities understand both
their assessment situation and the appeal process:
• Municipal Connect (MPAC) ‐ a tool for understanding and
management of the local assessment base, which helps you
gain insight into your ‘assessment at risk’. It is available to all
municipalities.
• https://www.mpac.ca/mconnect/

• OPTA (Province of Ontario) ‐ a free, online service for Ontario
municipalities for the administration of property taxation and
mitigation.
• https://opta.reamined.on.ca/

• Assessment Review Board (ARB) – website includes many
resources including an appeals representatives list
• www.arb.gov.on.ca
39

What are the ARB Rules of
Practice and Procedure?
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Overview ‐ New ARB Rules & Schedule of Events
• The ‘new’ ARB Rules took effect on April 1, 2017
– http://elto.gov.on.ca/wp‐content/uploads/2017/08/ARB‐Rules‐
of‐Practice‐and‐Procedure.docx

• These Rules apply to all proceedings before the
Assessment Review Board (ARB), and include:
– Schedule A – Schedule of Events for General Proceedings
– Schedule B – Schedule of Events for Summary Proceedings
– Additional documents and practice directions to assist in
carrying out the rules

• For an overview of General and Summary Proceedings:
– http://elto.gov.on.ca/wp‐content/uploads/2018/04/Info‐Sheet‐
General‐and‐Summary‐Proceedings‐2.pdf
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How it all begins
• Appeal is filed with the ARB by an appellant (either a
property owner, tenant, or a municipality) either in
the General Proceedings or Summary Proceedings
• ARB sets a commencement date for each property
under appeal
• The Schedule of Events is triggered by the
commencement date and it identifies all steps in the
process
42

Overview – Schedule A – General Proceedings
General Proceedings
• Includes primarily multi‐residential, commercial,
industrial and more comprehensive/complex appeals,
and properties that do not fall into the summary
proceedings
• Most have professional representatives
• 106 weeks duration plus a hearing date
• Disclosure required from all parties at applicable time

The schedule of events can be found on the ARB
website at: http://elto.gov.on.ca/tribunals/arb/assessment‐cycle‐2017‐
2020/proceedings/
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Overview – Schedule B – Summary Proceedings
Summary Proceedings
• These are simple appeals, and are not the focus of
this document
• 15 weeks in duration plus a hearing date
• Classified as residential, farm or managed forest, or
appeals as determined by the ARB
• Includes appeals under the Municipal Act, 2001 or
City of Toronto Act, 2006
– Except where an Assessment Act appeals exist in the
General Proceedings for same property
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What is the Schedule of Events?
• Sets the pace for the appeal process, including
timelines & due dates
• Identifies triggers to steps in the process
– “Commencement date” – starts the process
– “Disclosure” – first event
– Hearing date, if needed, is much later

• Timelines for exchange of information: what and
when
– Items include: Disclosure, Pleadings, Evidence
– Exchange is required by all parties, to all parties

• Compliance with the rules and the Schedule of
Events will ensure the integrity of the process
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Summary of Events for General Proceedings
Weeks

Event category

Municipal implication

Initial Disclosure

Municipalities should be reviewing MPAC’s initial
disclosure and compiling their own property
information

Initial Disclosure Requests

Municipalities (if appellant) have one week to request
any additional initial disclosure from MPAC

Initial Disclosure Follow‐up

Municipalities should receive response to request for
additional initial disclosure, where applicable

Statement of Issues

Municipalities to receive the Statement of Issues from
appellants for review; or serve Statement of Issues if
they are the appellant

1‐4
5
6‐9
10‐21

22–34

35‐46

Inspection and Additional
Disclosure

Municipality is a party and has the right to request an
inspection related to an appeal, and to attend any
inspection

Statement of Response

Municipality to serve Statement of Response if the
intent is to participate in the appeal; or receive
Statement of Response if municipality is the appellant

Details of each section are detailed in the following section
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Disclosure
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General Proceedings – Initial Disclosure
Weeks from
Commencement
Date

Event

Time period
to complete
event

MPAC provides access to initial disclosure to all
other parties ‐ MConnect

4 weeks

Week 5

All other parties must request any additional
disclosure from MPAC

1 week

Week 6

MPAC to advise other parties if it disputes a
request for disclosure

1 week

Motion for Disclosure completed (if required);
MPAC provides any additional required disclosure

3 weeks

Weeks 1 to 4

Weeks 7 to 9

Weeks 1 ‐ 9 of the Schedule of Events is related to disclosure by MPAC. Municipal
disclosure follows this period.

Municipalities and Disclosure
• Municipalities have one week (Week 5) to request additional initial
disclosure from MPAC if required

You must disclose what you know ‐anything related to the
property under appeal
•

Do not wait for the commencement date to start the review process – you
have the lists of appeals and can get started

•

You must disclose whether its helps or hinders your position

•

Do not circulate your information before the appropriate stage in the
Schedule of Events (week 35) unless there is an opportunity to advance
discussions with the parties towards a resolution

•

When a Municipality is the appellant ‐ do not provide disclosure until
week 10
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What do Municipalities need to Disclose?
The best information you have is your own! No one knows your
municipality better than your staff
– They generally live and work in the community; they generate permits,
write reports, inspect properties, follow development

Review the appeals on your lists to determine what you know:
–
–
–
–

About the property?
Changes on the property?
Check Municipal Connect to ensure information is current
Was information updated in time for the valuation date?
• Has MPAC been provided with documentation to update records?
• What information might inform the process:
– permits, zoning, development plans, official plan changes,
– traffic studies, noise studies, land banking sales,
– changes in use: business licensing, new businesses requiring class changes.
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Other Initial Disclosure
• Section 53 of the Assessment Act speaks specifically to
the disclosure of:
• proprietary information of a commercial nature prescribed
by the Minister relating to an individual property, or
• actual income and expense information on an individual
property.
• Appellants and municipalities may be required to file a
motion and execute standard form NDAs prior to receiving
information under Section 53 of the Assessment Act
• Learn more about Filing a Motion:
http://elto.gov.on.ca/wp‐content/uploads/2017/05/Info‐
Sheet‐Motions.pdf
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Statement of Issues (SOI)
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Statement of Issues
Weeks from
Commencement
Date

Weeks 10 to 21

Event

Each Appellant provides its disclosure and
Statement of Issues to all other parties

Time period
to complete
event

12 weeks

• If a municipality initiates an assessment appeal, they are
the “Appellant” and are required to provide a Statement of
Issues (SOI).

Statement of Issues (SOI) – What to Expect
Rule 38: Statement of Issues and responses must contain:
(1) If the issue is current value:
a)
b)
c)

the current value requested and how it is calculated;
a full statement of every issue that the party intends to raise, including
identification of comparable property to be referred to, if any;
a list of all facts, legal grounds and documents that the party relies on in
support of its position.

• Additional Issue Areas detailed in Rule 38:
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Equity
Classification
Municipal Act/City of Toronto Act appeals on taxes
Burden of Proof
Issue Estoppel
Higher Assessment
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Important for Municipalities
• This document will help a municipality determine
their level of involvement for each appeal – covered
earlier.
• It will also assist in the preparation of the municipal
Response to Statement of Issues (RSOI) at week 35
• Critical point – are you in or are you out. Weigh the
risks carefully and be prepared to follow the rules to
the letter!
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Inspection & Additional
Disclosure
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Inspection & Additional Disclosure
Weeks from
Commencement
Date

Event

Time period
to complete
event

Weeks 22 to 24

Each party who responds to the Appellant(s), to
advise if an inspection or any additional disclosure
is requested

3 weeks

Weeks 25‐29

Any objection regarding a request for an
inspection or a request for additional disclosure to
be resolved by motion.

5 weeks

Weeks 30‐34

Where an inspection or additional disclosure is
required, these are to be completed.

5 weeks

The Municipality is a party and has the right to request an
inspection related to an appeal, and to attend any inspection.

Statement of Response
Weeks from
Commencement
Date

Weeks 35‐46

Event

Each party who responds to the Appellant(s) is to
provide its Statement of Response and any
additional supporting disclosure

Time period
to complete
event

12 weeks

• As per Rule 39 ‐ If a party (including a municipality) chooses not to
participate in the process, in the form of a response to the statement
of issues, the party will not have the ability to challenge any
settlement arising from the appeal discussions.
This is where the municipality officially chooses to participate (or not),
unless they are the appellant.

Statement of Response

• If a municipality chooses to participate in
an appeal, they must respond to the
Statement of Issues by the required date.
• Or – a courtesy response?
• If you are fully participating refer back to
Rule 38 for the items that a Statement of
Issues and/or Response must contain.
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Additional Information for
Municipalities to Consider
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After the Statement of Response…
Important steps that take place in weeks 47 and onward:
• Mandatory settlement meeting (MSM)
– MPAC must notify ARB of outcome: Withdrawn, Minutes of Settlement;
Expert reports and settlement conference or mediation required
– Be creative and take the lead with opportunities for organizing these meetings
(i.e. location, teleconference, municipal office)

•
•
•
•
•

Filing of reports, documentary evidence, expert reports,
settlement conference briefs with the ARB
Request for mediation, if required
Additional expert reports, etc.
Amended pleadings and supporting evidence, if additional
time is sought
Settlement Conference, mediation and/or hearing

Important ARB Rules to Note
• Rules 27 – 31: Provide direction on the service of documents
– Disclosure requests, Statements of Issue or Responses are not copied
to the ARB
– Appellants may ask Municipalities to sign non‐disclosure agreements
before providing disclosure documentation
• Seek legal advice

• Rule 38: Outlines the requirements of a compliant Statement
of Issues and Statement of Response
–
–
–
–

Specific to the issue being raised
Applies to Municipal Tax Appeals
Does not apply to Sect. 357 ‐ Sickness and Poverty
Notice to seek a higher assessment/tax classification
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Important Rules to Note
• Rule 41: Amendment of Documents
– Statement of Issues and Response to Statement of Issues
cannot be amended after the filing date, unless all parties
consent; all parties have the opportunity to respond

• Rule 69: Schedule for Completion of Minutes of
Settlement
– Responsibility and timelines for delivery to parties and ARB
– Authority for signing should have been established in
advance

• Rule 87: Authority to Bind (in Mediation Events)
– A (participating) party must be present with the authority
to bind (delegated authority).
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Other Important Information
• Electronic Meetings:
– The ARB Rules clearly show a preference for electronic
settlement and hearing events whenever possible. This is
helpful to municipalities that may have limited staff or budgets.
– The other parties can object to an electronic event and can
request a change to an in‐person event. Municipalities should
be aware of this and ensure your concerns are heard.
– If requesting an electronic meeting, ensure you have the
appropriate technology to accommodate.

• Can a municipality be an appellant?
– Yes. See Section 32, 33, 34, 40 of the Assessment Act
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Other Important Information
• Municipal Act appeals
– Municipal Act appeals that do not have a corresponding Assessment
Act appeal will be scheduled into the Summary Proceedings.
– If there is a Section 40 appeal on the property as well, both the
Municipal Act appeal and Section 40 appeal will be scheduled to the
General Proceeding with a common commencement date
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Thank you.
webmaster@omtra.ca

shira@mfoa.on.ca
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